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>> We're going to go ahead and get started because we're starting a little late here.  Those TEHDI people.  
My name is Dr. Dawn Violetto.  I'm director of audiology at Child's Voice in Illinois.  And my co‑presenters today are miss Kate Bousum, rhymes with awesome, just saying.  And she's a director of advancement at Child's Voice and Dr. Michele Wilkins who is our executive director.  
>> Better?  Just want to thank the academy for this ‑‑ sorry.  Oh, I'm not at the Oscars?  Sorry.  
Okay.  Here's our beautiful pictures, just in case you missed us.  
Okay.  So as you can see Child's Voice this year, we are in our 21st year of operation.  Child's Voice is a non‑for‑profit listening and spoken language program in northern Illinois approximately 30 miles west of Chicago.  Is that feeding back or am I hearing squeaking from somewhere else?  
As a not‑for forecast or budget is reimbursement ‑‑ part C payments, private insurance payments, however, we do have huge funding gaps that exist therefore we need to access private funding opportunities to meet operating costs for our programs.  
When the school opened it was comprised of six students in an old parochial school and it was open because of the determination of a group of parents who were looking for an option program to teach listening and spoken language to their children.  In 1999 the early intervention program, but provided home‑based service when the natural environment was the preferred placement of services.  Currently we serve 45 families in our EI program.  In 2008 the audiology center opened to provide services just for the children attending the Child's Voice programs but grew to outside patients age 6 months to 21 years.  In 2013 we kind of had the revolution that we needed to be able to provide services for those babies under six months, so we opened our PEHDI, which is our pediatric early hearing detection and intervention program to perform diagnostic evaluations.  Today we've performed over 100 diagnostic ABRs, I think about 105 as of today, and we've diagnosed 22 babies with permanent hearing loss in at least one ear.  
We follow children who graduate from Child's Voice for two years into the main stream with our outreach program.  We try to collect test scores and other data on our alumni as they progress through the school years.  We offer biannual visits to help mainstream teachers, learn to use strategies to optimize the child's listening and learning potential in the main classroom.  And last but not least we have our advancement department who has that monumental task of raising awareness and finding funds to help subsidize our programs.  
As you can see Child's Voice has grown by the additional of each department over its life.  So the goal and outcomes for each department were slowly evolving as it bathe critical that we evolved our evaluation measures to ensure success.  I would like to pass the baton to Kate Bousum who's awesome, director of advancement.  
>> Kate Bousum:  We have a lot of fun at Child's Voice, too.  
While you're all here, why start program evaluation.  I'm sure like many of you we were hearing more and more on how important it is to get those outcomes, not just the numbers in the program.  We knew we needed to track these things and our program changes lives as I'm sure many of your programs do too.  How do we show we're accomplishing that in a tangible way.  We knew it would benefits to the program as well.  It would have program evaluation, help us see where we needed to grow, where we needed to make changing and it would benefit us very much so with fund raising and awareness because we would be able to prove the case in the changes we were making in the lives of our students.  So again as I'm sure many of you are hearing, data‑driven, outcome focused.  Funders are requesting this more and more.  Many grant applications you can't even complete unless you show full outcome measurement, how could we answer this and show off the fantastic things happening in our program.  But how do we gather that data in a way where I can understand it as a not EDHI professional so the funders could do.  How could the layperson understand what MLU meant and who do we need behind this?  Who do we need on the team to make the right decisions and make sure we were tracking what we needed to?  Where could we start?  So we started with our mission.  What do we start with?  
When you do outcome measurement you'll hear from a lot of people, systems of change, theory of change, we didn't formally put any of these into practice, but we did utilize a very similar method.  We're very fortunate to have a very strong, very specific mission.  Our board of directors does strategic planning every three years and part of that reevaluates the mission.  Given that peculiarity, we know that ‑‑ clarity we know we provide support with children with hearing loss.  When we took the step into each program we knew we were going to started with just one at a time.  With the support of add m from top down, we began with one of the programs that had the biggest financial need.  Our early intervention program.  But don't panic.  This sounds like a lot of work.  New data, staff are already stressed and busy and doing a lot of things in a small amount of time with students so we wanted to take a moment and step back and say what do we want to prove, how are we going to prove that and use things that are already in place.  You're already tracking a ton of data across programs.  For example, early intervention uses standard tests to judge their early intervention requirements to immediate those needs.  Audiology collects a ton of data already including some demographics.  The school program of course tracks a lot of standardized testing as well.  We didn't want to add additional work but to achieve that we needed the staff's help.  We started off with the big pieces.  What does the program do, and any time we would get too close to jargon, we would pull back and say wait, a layperson doesn't understand that.  Tell me what you do.  What are you trying to accomplish.  What are your basic goals.  What are the fundamentals that make your program necessary.  So with early intervention we knew we wanted to show the benefit of EI in general, parent education, specific growth and generate outcomes we fine‑tuned the details, divided up the outcomes and we assigned what test made sense for which one.  Again translating for the advancement professional, what MLU meant, what pragmatics meant and broke it down in what I called the idiot's version and told me what that meant.  I kept a list of those things so I could translate.  
At the 6 month and one year mark we gathered that data and we were able to produce measurable and impactful results of the program.  
In the audiology center we also wanted to show the growth.  And this program had the next largest need for grant support.  Being a medical office, it will be tracks quite a bit of data points.  We again start from the top down.  We know the benefit of audiology, but how do we quantify that?  How do we show how necessary it is?  Does audiology on site benefit the school program?  What difference does that make?  With our new PD program we wanted to show we were meeting JCIH standards.  Were we moving that needle and how would we secure that funding?  
In our school program we wanted to show that the program was overall effective.  The bonus of the school is it truly can show the results of our programs snowballed into one.  Early diagnosis, early intervention and the benefits of those programs.  As with our current outcome measurement effort, the establishment of the objective was a start.  It's our third year so it's our third program so they've got their baseline of data set and now we're working on the measurements through this year's data as well.  
Across all our programs, and again I know many of you are seeing this on your funding sheets, you have to traffic demographics closer and closer.  It helps impact the outreach to community foundations that maybe want a specific town served.  We serve the Chicago region so we impact a number of counties and a number of cities.  So we created a form that's administered through home‑based visits and also through the audiology center on intake.  The school program is part of enrollment and that form tracks these data points.  Which helps us meet those needs.  
Civic groups really want to know the town, corporate funders are really big on ethnicity and low income families so to be able to show that was really crucial.  And I will now, the fun part, send it back to Dr. Dawn for her to tell you more about what we did find as the results.  
>> Dawn Violetto:  So first let's look at our early intervention assessments.  So with the thought of not creating additional burden to a staff, we looked at what was already being collected by early intervention and how we could use this for outcome measures showing growth of the students and parent education specifically.  
So we looked at language development, the therapists were already collecting data from sky hi and Rosetti which was also required by the EI state program.  For vocabulary, Mc Arthur Bates and Goldman Fristo, LITTLEears and PEACH.  Mean length of utterance was also used and collected.  A lot of these things were in place and being collected.  We looked at information for both the home‑based only and then the children that came home‑based and center‑based and we compared the two.  
The clinicians gathered this data.  It was put on to a form that was created for this purpose and the director of the department input the data into a very specifically created Excel spread she had.  We did work with a professional who was proficient in Excel to help us create that spreadsheet.  
So the earl early intervention results.  We still measured the number of kids we served in the program, but we analyzing the data we collected we saw that 95% of the families reported increased level of education around their child's hearing loss, device use and listening and language skills.  The results show the importance of the toddler group with reference to the vocabulary growth, pragmatics, listening skills compared to just physical therapy home‑based children.  And from the first year we began tracking data, we received $140,000 in support for the EI growth.  Fast forward to our most current fiscal year, we secured over $500,000 in restricted support.  We feel confident that we would not have secured those funds without the measurements and this process.  Nor we would have been able to apply for these grants without these outcome measures being in place.  
So for audiology, my area.  We still track the number of children that we see.  We still track the number of appointments that we have completed in the school.  But we actually ‑‑ we were checking the number of kids that we saw from the time we started the audiology department and each year we showed a steady growth in the number of both children and families served.  The main impetus for us becoming more specific in the data that we were collecting was we needed to quantify and qualify the need for a second audiologist because there was just little old lonely me and I was getting very busy and we did use that data to hire a second audiologist in August of 2015.  She started as part‑time and then we used more of that data to move over to full‑time next March of 2016.  
Some of the cohorts that I track, such as type and severity of loss were more for my benefit at this or interest at this point but I think I'm going to use that at some point in the future so it's a good thing to have that available to me.  
By tracking our appointments and the type of appointment, we gathered evidence to show a need for another audiologist and to qualify that for to the board and to the executive director.  We saw that our loss to follow‑up was 4% compared to the state reporting numbers which was currently 43% which was kind of shocking to me because in the throes of the clinic every day you feel like that number is higher.  So I was very pleased with that result.  And now we've taken that statistic and gone back to our referral sources to say look at the benefits of our partnership and the process that we have set up with those referral sources.  
We also found that our age of testing and therefore the age of diagnosis for most children was 6.6 weeks.  So we're well ahead of JCIH recommendations on that point which I'm also very pleased about.  We're also able to show that our diagnosis rate was 22%.  Of those babies who referred after newborn hearing screening.  So they've been screened once, twice, and then once outpatient and then they come to us.  22% have hearing loss in at least one ear.  
And again, I'm not using that data for anything right now, no, but I have it and I'm keeping track of it.  I have no doubt somewhere down the line that is going to come in very important for me.  
On average our age of fitting was 20 weeks.  Although below JCIH recommendations, as an audiologist it kind of makes me twinge a little bit.  Because if we're IDing the hearing loss at six weeks, what's the hold‑up?  Why aren't we fitting these kids until 20 weeks on average?  I'm sure everybody in this room knows, for some of these babies, it's the time it takes they want to get a second opinion by the time they come back, that's delayed fitting.  Sometimes it's delayed fitting because of the baby being ill.  That comes up a lot.  Sometimes it's parents not ready to move forward.  Sometimes it's obtaining funding for the devices which is the thing that irks me the most.  How can we work to improve this?  
Data obtained facilitated getting grants for the PD program as well.  We received $20,000 in unrestricted support the last fiscal year we security over $95,000 in restrictive support.  So we feel confident without any of this data we wouldn't have been able to apply for some of these grants let alone get the funding.  
I would like to pass the baton to Dr. Michele who's going to talk about the results with the school program.  
>> Michele Wilkins:  Good afternoon.  So in the school program, they just started measuring their outcome measures and we're looking at these areas to collect information on.  This started in 2015‑2016.  Last year we designed our strategic plan and part of our plan was including many aspects of data collection.  We started by surveying the staff.  And I know you'll see in another slide that actually was a roadblock.  Having surveys, having results from surveys are rather low and hard to obtain and this one was too.  We also started earlier, we also stated earlier that we wanted to not increase the staff workloads.  We truly wanted to look at what the staff was already doing that we could use as our collection.  
Right now for the first year, we have a baseline for the first year.  We have the number of children whose children and articulation we face was within the average range.  That was 24%.  We had the number of kids who made the year‑more growth in speech, that was 21%.  From our baseline results we see speech as an area to be targeted.  Now of course realize children with hearing loss typically have speech to be targeted and this is one reason they're in our programs.  But this was also great data to share with our supporting school districts that have placed the children with us.  We also found in the area of reading 93% of our children increased their reading skills.  36% were at grade level, 29% were above grade level, and 36 were below grade level.  Again, we're just beginning in the school program to analyze and look at the data that we're collecting.  
So here's our roadblocks.  This process had the buy‑in from the top, which was myself and our board of directors.  It was part of our strategic plan, looking at measuring for the next three years.  We began with the discussion of our leadership team.  Our leadership team consists of the director of audiology, the director of advancement, our director of early intervention and our business office.  Then each department convey what we wanted to do down to their staff.  This took time.  We needed to develop what we were measuring and why.  We had to lay out the data collection and the template that we were using such as Dawn commented, we needed to find an expert in the area that would help us put this information into a spreadsheet.  And then we had to work with the results.  We had to understand what the data meant.  We started in our EI department as we stated.  In EI we needed to survey the families, here's those dang surveys again, which we know response rate is typically low and it was the same here.  So we had to truly encourage our families to participate.  Then also our EI staff needed to complete the survey.  
Then we moved from one department to the next.  Setting up the system to collect the data.  
So what did we accomplish?  
What we saw was the growth in programs.  We can show, as you do in a school program, by IEPs, you can show individual growth.  But what we needed was program growth overall.  How were we doing?  
Our success or not success of our curriculum.  And what we found in our curriculum in the areas of Deaf education was spot on.  Children were growing.  But our questions then looked at parent education and support.  Academics and how are they as I mentioned earlier in our reading, we found we needed to do something about math as well.  We found cultural diversity in demographics, what Kate referred to when we looked at our student population, and we looked at our staff and even our board of directors.  There was a gap there.  
Greater ease of funding, as stated by both Kate and Dawn, was tracking this information that is now required on most grant applications.  
We increased our collaborations with referral sources for audiology.  
And we showed gaps in programming such as the need to increase speech time, to look at exactly what was happening in the classrooms in the area of speech.  
We also developed a case support, as Dawn said, we got a new audiologist with the support to the board to open that position.  We have added a social worker because of the data that we were collecting.  We might need to add another speech pathologist so the numbers are there for us.  
I used to always say the proof is in the pudding.  But it's not.  It's really in the numbers.  
Our measure of success can now be objectified, explained, and showed.  Child's Voice is 21 years old, relatively adolescence moving into adult hood.  Since establishing program outcome measures, we are finding areas that need more attention.  We found our support needed to convince our board of directors to add as I said a social worker, an audiologist and possibly another speech pathologist.  What this also did was pull us together and unify the leadership team so we're all working in the same direction, giving reason to our staff for what they're doing and why they're doing it.  We found greater access for grants, once Kate had the tools she needed in order to apply.  
So our benefits.  
We're still growing and learning.  And our ability to collect data, analyze it and use it to make positive changes, but as you can see there are many benefits to this time, labor‑intensive task.  
Based on our efforts so far, we're seeing that we're providing better services for our children, we're showing the efficacy of our programs, and growth over the long hall, not just on an IEP level.  
We show opportunities in areas for growth for both the staff and the program.  We offer greater access to funding and it allows us our umbrella needs again, need to look at our bilingual staff, audiologists, social worker and program support to move forward.  
So our vision for the future, moving forward we will complete our three‑year strategic plan and begin to design our next one.  We'll have solid evidence to support what it is and where we need that we should be moving.  I see that this data can be used to support changes in the law or expansion of EI services at least in the state of Illinois.  I foresee the need for parents to become stronger advocates for their children with hearing loss and actually for all children overall.  And we've learned what characteristics are required for appropriate services for the children's success.  
We thank you for attending our conference today and joining us through this journey through Child's Voice.  I think we have a minute, maybe two, if there's any questions.  But thank you very much.  
[ Applause ] 
>> What was the information that you found ‑‑ what was the information that you found that created your argument for getting a social worker on your team and now that you have a social worker on your team, what data do you hope to collect for that specific individual to retain them. 
>> That's a great question.  When I referred about the roadblocks and the survey, actually it was one of the survey questions that went out to both our parents and to our staff that they actually looked for the support of a social worker.  They needed more resource and someone to turn to for additional help and support.  So that was the first step.  
Looking at what we will measure by the social worker, I'll take any suggestions that you actually have.  
>> The social worker has brought in, strengthened and brought in new curriculum around social emotional learning, things to meet the standards around bullying policies, things like that.  So that's been a huge addition to the program, anecdotally, so my anticipation they will do measurements of the implementation into the school program and that will be a tool that will be used.  
>> I was just wondering if you thought about adding a ‑‑ [ indiscernible ] staff person [away from microphone].
>>  Oh, yes.  Actually our social worker is a parent of twins and one has a hearing loss.  And she's in the public school right now.  So she has that experience of being a parent, number one.  And understanding it.  But also on our staff we have a classroom teacher that is bilaterally implanted, so that's a great role model.  And we have just hired ‑‑ this is super exciting.  We have just hired one of our graduates back in as a teaching assistant and he's off to do his master's at Wash U in the fall.  Couldn't get better than that.  Yes?  
Thank you very much.  
[ Applause ]  
[Session concluded. ] 
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